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Outline
| Why and How Artistic Activities Matter in a Creative Society?
{ Arts as driver and enabler for local development

{ Some lobal data

{ Are artistic activities economically fragile?

{ Distancing contenants from conteners

| The Specificity of Performing Arts
{ Performing Arts in a digital world

{ The chain value: Toward an industrial integration

{ The Dynamic: Corporated Performing arts Vs. Participatory Performing
Arts
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1. The Relevance of Arts in a 
Creative Society
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1.1. Arts as Driver and Enabler for 
Local Development

| Arts as drivers for exogenous development: 

| The attractivity approach

| The multiplier

| Short run effects, with leakages and pressures

| Arts as enablers for endogenous development: 

| The creativity approach

| Intrinsical and extrinsical values

| Long run sustainable effect
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1.2. Global Data

| An average: Between 2% and 2.5% (With
creative industries: Between 4% & 10%)

| More important in bigger countries than in 
smaller ones

| More jobs than added value, very celar
desiquilibrium for performing arts

| In terems of jobs around 33% of the global 
number of cultural jobs
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1. 3. Are Artistic Activities Economically
Fragile ? 

1.3.1. The cost disease
The root of the argument lies in the absence of productivity
gains in the artistic field
The curse: Increase the fee, lower the wage or downgrad the 
artistic quality
Only subsidies and mecenat can release the perfoming arts 
from this triangular trap

1.3.2. The experience good, or the Nobody Knows
approach

Uncertainty from the consumer, uncertainty for the producer
Risk of the product, risk of the producer
Between stars and winner takes all
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1.3.3.Distancing Contents from Containers

| The independence between contents and 
containers
{ Distance sale
{ New production function
{ Spatial and time ruptures

| Main Issues
{ The challenge of piracy
{ The challenge of parasites
{ The culture of remix
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2 The Specificity of Performing
Arts
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2.1. The Specificity of Performing Arts
The Positive Digital Impacts

| Increasing access to the live arts: performing arts companies are now in a 
position to reach new audiences that were earlier unable to attend traditional 
performances, either for logistic reasons or because they could not afford the 
cost of tickets

| Enhancing the cultural experience: digitization provides context, history, related 
materials and subtitles that can increase engagement levels and help visitors 
get more from their cultural experience (e.g. “augmented” experiences, virtual 
stages, holograms, etc.)

| Promoting consumer engagement: for example, when young consumers can 
exchange and develop new user-generated contents in the realm of live arts.

| Generating new revenues by distance selling all over the world through 
streaming or with delays

| New complementary financing mechanisms (e.g. crowdfunding)

| More controversially, a source of big data to commecialize
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2.1. The Specificity of Performing Arts
The Negative Digital Impacts

| By destroying the traditional venues of live performances that has led to their 
individualization and privatization, digitization has blurred the borders between 
leisure and culture

| The relative price of tickets of live performances having increased, their 
audience has shrunk and aged. In addition to the economic obstacle of price, 
there is also a cultural barrier as digital media offer more entertaining products 
to young audiences. will today’s young audiences replace these older 
audiences in the future

| There is an increasing  array of cultural goods available. To create fresh 
demand, it is necessary to give added value to the mass of cultural products 
already there. Cannibalizing’ established revenue streams for live “physical” 
performances 

| Difficult Industrial negotiations and rights for incremental revenue generated 
through online platforms 

| Handling potential piracy or misuse of the online (user-generated) content
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2.2. The Chain Value : Toward an
industrial Intagration
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The Monetary Chain Value of 
Performing Arts
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2.2.1. New Market Structures

| There is an increasing level of vertical integration among 
established industry players, whereby some major firms cover 
more than one “function” of the value chain so as to include for 
instance production, distribution and ticketing/marketing of a live 
performance under the same company’s roof. 

| This type of vertical integration contributes not only to raise entry 
barriers, as it requires competitors belonging to different functions 
to enter the market at once. 

| New players will mainly come from outside the performing arts 
sector such as majors active in the mass media. These new 
players can overcome the barriers to entry due to their financial 
resources and their control of digital media. 
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2.2.2. The New Live Music
• The increase in concert ticket prices: In the 1980s, the

price would be roughly the same as the recent
album by the artist. Today it is equivalent to about 5–
10 albums `

• The main source of income for artists is generally
concerts rather than recordings: Concerts are being
priced more as single-market monopoly products
rather than as complementary to recordings, and
concerts have become a driving force in selling
other products

• The diversification and mixing of genres: Festivals
have broadened their appeal to a wider age
spectrum by adopting a more holistic approach to
the festival experiencexg March 5th, 2018



4. The Dynamics of Performing Arts
4.1. Globalized Live Art, Global Economy

• This connection of fields and hybridization of forms is not
only the monopoly of music. One very interesting
example of the emergence of new global live arts is
given by the Canadian Cirque du soleil.

• Red oceans and Blue oceans according to The Harvard
Business Review
• Red oceans represent all the industries in existence today. In the

red oceans, industry boundaries are defined and accepted,
and the competitive rules of the game are known. As the
market space gets crowded, prospects for profits and growth
are reduced. Products become commodities, and cut-throat
competition turns the red ocean bloody.

• Blue oceans denote all the industries not in existence today, an
unknown market space. Here, companies try to outperform their
rivals to grab a greater share of existing demand. Blue oceans,
in contrast, are defined by untapped market space, demand
creation, and the opportunity for highly profitable growth.xg March 5th, 2018



Cirque du Soleil (3)
| Cirque du Soleil uses several concepts to build their

business model including: giving a piority to creative
work ; offering multiple productions that provide the 
opportunity for multiple visits per customer; cost
reductions through the use of yearly productions 
allowing for faster recovery of fixed costs; the 
elimination of big name high cost acts; and the 
creation of a variety of productions with themes that
appeal to a wider audience demographic. 

| Cirque’s productions to date have been seen by some
150 million people in over three hundred cities around
the world. 
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The Met: A New Perspective? (3)

| The Metropolitan Opera began airing simulcast presentations of
its performances in 2006. The Metropolitan Opera broadcasts the
performances live and in high definition. Initially, over 100 theaters
in the United States, Canada, Japan, Great Britain, France and
several other countries offered the simulcasts. These simulcasts
were a great success, and, as of 2016, they air on over 2,000
screens in 70 countries.

| During the 2015-2016 season, the Metropolitan Opera aired
simulcasts of ten operas and one holiday encore. The operas
featured have included "Il Trovatore," "Otello," "Turandot," "Manon
Lescaut," and "Madama Butterfly." Typically, the simulcasts air on
Saturday afternoons, with some theaters offering an encore
showing on Wednesday evenings. The simulcast audience
members also have the opportunity to see interviews with the cast
and crew during intermissions.
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4.2. Grass Root Live, Participatory
Economy

• According to the common understandings of the word,
it qualifies an activity that one does for the love of it,
not for money. It should not be considered negatively
at the start as an activity or work that is of a less than
‘professional’ quality or standard.

• Lee suggests that professional xiqu performers maybe
be technically more proficient but amateur groups are
considered to be ‘better’ as social organisations.

• Amateur and community development

• A laboratory for the sharing economy
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Xiqu groups in Singapore

• Historically, xiqu groups would be formed by people of the
same ethnic community who had migrated to Singapore.
Most members of the troupes have not had any
‘systematic’training before joining and are trained by senior
and more experienced members.

• Amateur groups ‘present both small-scale and large-scale
performances’ in schools, community clubs, as part of
Chinese New Year celebrations, fundraising events for the
group, an annual or biannual performance.

• The costly productions are supported financially through
fundraising events, by ‘art and cultural institutions’ and
wealthy members of the group and other ‘voluntary
associations’.
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4.3. Bridging Corporate & Participatory Performing
Arts

| The expression creative place making seems more
relevant than community engagement

| It is a misnomer to use the word ‘temporary’ when
speaking of performing arts events that engage the local
community, as the work leading up to an event is
extensive, and an event has a lasting impact after it is
over

| Artists are becoming proficient in multiple disciplines
simultaneously—visual, performing, and other media—and
bringing all that expertise together in a given work or series
of projects

| The current model of performing arts organizations has
created a level of exclusivity requiring payment for
access. The model should be flipped upside down, giving
access to new instead of veteran donors.
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